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MTS SEISMIC SIMULaTOrS
Across the globe, civil engineering 

researchers rely on mTS simulation 

technology and expertise to accurately 

replicate earthquake ground motions 

in laboratory settings. They deploy 

mTS seismic simulators to evaluate 

the behavior of everything from small 

structural components to full-scale 

structures under true earthquake  

conditions. These robust uni- and 

multi-axial systems help governments  

and research organizations ensure  

the safety, durability and reliability  

of buildings, bridges and a wide array 

of other civil structures. 

Conceptual drawing 
of six degree of 
freedom seismic 
simulator facility. 

»
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» Structural integrity 
test, simulating  
supported loads  
and earthquake 
ground motions. 



Economical uniaxial seismic 
simulator for basic research and 
component qualification testing.

SPECIaL-PUrPOSE SEISMIC SIMULaTOr SySTEMS

MTS Special-purpose Seismic Simulators are 

designed to evaluate specimens that are either too 

large for other simulators or specimens that can 

be evaluated with fewer degrees of freedom. A 

special-purpose simulator can be more economical 

than a full six degree of freedom system.    

» bIaxIaL brIdGE TESTING

For one customer, MTS developed a two-degree-

of-freedom, multiple-simulator system for testing 

multi-span bridge structures.

» UNIaxIaL waLL TESTING

MTS met the unique requirements of one cus-

tomer by designing a one-of-a-kind uniaxial solu-

tion for testing full-scale wood wall structures. 

This system simulates gravity and inertial loading 

under the influence of a seismic event.

fULL SIx dEGrEE-Of-frEEdOM SEISMIC SIMULaTOrS

MTS’ premier seismic simulators provide a full six 

degrees of freedom that recreate the true condi-

tions of a real earthquake. Featuring a compact 

design, these systems minimize your laboratory 

size requirements. These shaking table systems are 

specially designed to meet your specimen size and 

dynamic motion requirements. 

»

Uniaxial seismic damper test 
system for evaluating full-scale 
bridge isolators.

»
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» SEISMIC daMPEr TESTING

MTS developed a seismic damper test system to 

evaluate full-scale bridge isolators used to support 

bridges and protect them from the destructive 

forces of earthquakes. This system tests large  

elastomeric pads and friction pendulum surfaces.

NEw – UNIaxIaL SEISMIC SIMULaTOrS

MTS 1.5 and 3.0 meter Uniaxial Seismic Simulators 

evaluate the performance of structures  

during earthquake conditions with  

superior quality and reliability, at  

a lower price than comparable 

systems. MTS Uniaxial Seismic 

Simulators offer compact, safe, 

and integrated solutions for  

your lab’s growing seismic 

testing needs.  These 

systems are ideally 

suited for:

» Performing basic research and component 

qualification tests.

» Quick installation and integration into 

existing systems.

» Testing that does not require the 

unique performance of  

custom-designed  

systems.



SEISMIC aPPLICaTION SOfTwarE

MTS Seismic Control Software provides a user-

friendly interface for system tuning, test set-up and 

operation, and data acquisition. MTS Seismic Control 

Software is the only package available that offers 

high-fidelity, high-bandwidth adaptive control for 

earthquake waveform reproduction.

MTS Seismic Control Software offers the following 

important advantages:

» High-level fixed control techniques to ensure high-

fidelity waveform reproduction across the wide 

bandwidth and complex motion of an earthquake.

» Patented MTS adaptive control techniques to 

further improve simulation fidelity by compensating 

for the changing dynamics of the specimen and the 

system.

» Command function generation including cyclic,

random, sweep, earthquake files and external 

control (digital/analog).  

» Advanced data handling, including a digital oscil-

loscope, real-time spectrum analyzer, and data 

acquisition of all internal and external signals. 
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MTS SEISMIC CONTrOLLErS

Dependable, state-of-the-art MTS Seismic Control-

ler technology is incorporated into all MTS Seismic 

Simulators. These controllers are optimized for 

seismic simulation, enabling advanced control and 

data filtering operations. 

For full six degree-of-freedom simulators and spe-

cial-purpose simulators, MTS Seismic Controllers 

are designed to reliably operate multiple actuators 

simultaneously. Tremendous processing power and 

coordination is used to reproduce the exact condi-

tions of an earthquake in all the required directions.  

Several improved features of MTS Seismic  

Controllers are now available:

» An expanded effective frequency range for 

adaptive control techniques to 100 Hz.

» Enhanced force balance control to improve the 

vertical load and over-turning moment capacity  

on multiple degree-of-freedom systems.

» Improved compensation for hydraulic power 

storage and delivery.
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Custom uniaxial system for 
testing full-scale wood wall 
structures.

»

Six degree of freedom hybrid 
bridge simulator combines 
mechanical test with real-time 
computer simulation.  

»

Affordable uniaxial controllers employ the same 

technology as the larger systems, but are efficiently 

packaged to control only a single actuator. Uniaxial 

controllers can be located near the seismic simula-

tor and easily relocated with changing test setups.

NEw – MTS HybrId SIMULaTION

MTS Hybrid Simulation combines test-based  

seismic simulation experiments of substructures 

with real-time computer simulations of the remain-

der of the structure. Each portion of MTS Hybrid 

Simulation occurs simultaneously, and information  

is shared real-time via reflective memory technol-

ogy. This provides a more complete picture of how 

earthquakes can affect large structures such as 

buildings and bridges without physically testing  

the entire structure.

MTS SEISMIC TEST ExECUTION SySTEM (STEx)

Frequency response analysis of test specimens is ac-

complished with MTS Seismic Test Execution System 

(STEX). This is an optional software component, specifi-

cally designed for analysis of civil structures subjected 

to earthquake conditions. STEX also provides an 

additional adaptive control technique to further ensure 

simulation fidelity.



CONSULTING, SErvICE aNd SUPPOrT

MTS fields the largest, most experienced con-

sulting, service and support staff of any test and 

simulation solutions provider. Deployed worldwide, 

they work to maximize your test lab’s effectiveness, 

efficiency and productivity.

» CONSULTING

In close collaboration with our expert consultants 

you’ll design a high-performance, cost-effective 

lab that maximizes your test equipment invest-

ment.  The comprehensive array of MTS consult-

ing services cover full lab planning, foundation and 

design, reaction mass specifications, hydraulic 

power delivery and master control rooms.  

» SErvICE aNd SUPPOrT

MTS continues to serve its customers long after 

system delivery and installation. We provide 

a broad range of services to ensure optimum 

seismic simulation system reliability and longev-

ity. Worldwide MTS field service experts deliver 

rapid on-site service and telephone support. Using 

comprehensive training programs, MTS gives 

you the technical knowledge and skills you need 

to get maximum benefit from our equipment. To 

maximize the life of your MTS test equipment, we 

offer extended warranties, software support, and 

upgrade programs.
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HIGH-PErfOrMaNCE MTS HydraULIC POwEr UNITS

MTS offers hydraulic power units designed to meet 

the high power requirements of seismic simulation. 

MTS will work within your local circumstances to 

determine the best solution for hydraulic power. 

Examples of solutions include:

» Powerful hydraulic pumps and large accumulator 

systems

» High pressure blow-down accumulator systems 

for high performance

» Diesel pumps when electric power is expensive 

or unreliable

For smaller seismic simulators, MTS SilentFlo™ 

units are amazingly quiet, highly efficient, and easy 

to operate.

MTS aCTUaTOrS

MTS actuators, designed for high performance and 
compactness, are recognized worldwide for their 
performance and quality. MTS ensures high-fidel-
ity seismic simulation by incorporating polymeric or 
hydrostatic bearings, stiff piston rods, and patented 
swivels throughout its actuator designs. Hydraulic 
cushions protect each actuator 
from an unlikely, but 
damaging, overload 
condition.
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Six degree of freedom under-
water table system for offshore 
earthquake simulation.

»

Large outdoor uniaxial simula-
tor, upgradeable to six degrees 
of freedom.

»

MTS SErvOvaLvES 

MTS proprietary servovalves are designed to provide 
high-frequency and high-flow seismic simulation 
capabilities, while providing good low-level response. 
The 256 series 3-stage valve features unmatched 
capacity and controllability.
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